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With a subtle yet intense sound that has been described as »dark dream pop that develops into a full blown 
James Bond theme« (Poule d’Or), the Croatian-German singer/songwriter ZUSTRA has been drifting through 
the airwaves of blogs and playlists since 2018, featuring on BBC Radio 6 with her last single “The Twinkling Of 
An Eye” in 2019, as well as appearing on the “listen to berlin” compilation alongside the most promising 
newcomers of the metropolis. 
 
“Lovers of cinematic pop rejoice”, wrote NBHAP about her single “Oh No”, and they will most likely rejoice 
again about her brand-new release “The Dream Of Reason”. The title track of her upcoming debut album, 
scheduled for release early 2021, is a song that is possibly the most beautiful that the artist has put out so far. 
 
There is a grandeur yet simplicity to this piece, one that builds upon piano, vivid electronics, quirky drums, 
and synths that oscillate like waves in a dialogue with the listener. All the while, natural sounds reverberate in 
the background, combining to carry you to shore, the wind humming through the reeds, salt in your hair, and 
nothing but the horizon in front of you. 
 
And indeed, ZUSTRA creates this very scene in her self-produced music video to accompany the single. It is 
shot in the otherworldly natural landscape of the German Baltic seaside with skeleton-like trees rising from a 
wetland that may as well be the Dead Marshes from The Lord of the Rings. The haunting vocals of “The 
Dream Of Reason” seem as alien to this world as her yellow-coated and glass-helmeted alter ego that roams 
the Nordic landscape. Bells reminiscent of High Hopes from Pink Floyd complete the scene. 
 
It is ZUSTRA’s ability to write lyrics of substance along with such ethereal music that leaves you moved. “The 
baroque symbolism of vanitas has always resonated with me. It has helped me throughout my life, always 
trying to put everything that happens into a grand scheme of things”, the musician says. Her latest output 
reflects the transience of all things, but in a refreshing rather than depressing way, thanks to ZUSTRA’s take 
on the world. “Eat sweet, love slow”, she sings, in conclusion. Listening to this gentle reminder of the 
interconnectivity of all things, “The Dream Of Reason” will leave you somewhat humbled, reminding us that 
our own unimportance should not be felt as a narcissistic wound but rather as relief. In line with this, the 
single resonates with much that is happening in the world these days: the right song for the right time. 
 


